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Abstract. The paper presents an algorithm for 
generating analytical data model from collected 
business data requirements, which are 
represented by entities of interest, their 
associations and attributes. The requirements 
are described in generic form, which is capable 
to accept any model regardless their purpose. 
The algorithm finds proper entities which serve 
as analytical dimensions and finally generate 
analytical or dimensional data model. 
 
Keywords. Generic model, analytical data 
modelling, multidimensional data modelling  
 
1. Introduction 

 
It is supposed that business data requirements 

are collected and represented by a set of entities 
of interest, their associations and attributes; and 
represented by a data model in appropriate 
graphical representation, such as entity-
relationship (ER) [5] or class diagram [4]. The 
data model may be represented in classical ER 
representation but the better and easier way is 
using generic model structure. The generic 
model structure [3] is used as the structure 
capable to describe any data model regardless of 
its purpose. 

The aim of the paper is to sketch an algorithm 
of conversion an initial business data model into 
the data model which is capable to fulfil 
analytical data processing requirements. The 
problem is considered [6, 7] in last decade but 
the generic model structure wasn’t used in 
representing input data model.  

The basic terms are introduced in Section 2, 
algorithm for generating analytical data model is 
presented in Section 3, and possible usage of 
generated algorithm is discussed in Section 4. 

 
2. Basic terms 

 
An entity is a thing or object of significance, 

whether real or imaginated, about which 
information needs to be known or held [1]. A 
strong entity, such as Person, Product and Course, 
exists independently of any other entity.  

Association provides a means of linking 
various entities in a meaningful way [2]. For 
example, the entities Person and Organization are 
associated. The connection between two (or 
more) entities in both directions is called 
relationship and can be considered as an 
associative (or intersection) entity, which is a 
weak entity. Entity-relationship theory 
distinguishes unary (special type of binary), 
binary and n-ary relationship. For our purpose it 
is sufficient to identify child-parent associations; 
or in relational database terminology functional 
dependencies from child entities to parent 
entities. These are inter-entities functional 
dependencies, which are used to describe inter-
entities structure in generic model.  

An attribute is a descriptive property of an 
entity, both strong and associative. Attributes 
may be of the type ID (an identifier or key 
attribute), DESC (descriptive non-measure 
nominal or ordinal attribute), and MEASURE 
(additive, semi-additive or non-additive measure 
attribute). 

Generic model paradigm [3] is used for 
describing initially collected data model and also 
generated analytical data model. Some of the 
important principles of the generic model 
concept are [3]: (1) Entity types should represent, 
and be named after, the underlying nature on an 
object, not the role they play in a particular 
context; (2) Activities and associations should be 
represented by entity types (not relationships); 
(3) Candidate attributes should be suspected of 
representing relationships to other entity types. 
The generic model structure that is used to 
describe initial business data model requirements 
is represented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Generic model 
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3. Algorithm for conversion of input data 
model into analytical data model 
 
The idea of the algorithm is to convert the 

input business data model into an analytical 
(dimensional) data model suitable for dimen-
sional data analysis used in data warehousing. 

The first steps, A and B, of the algorithm are 
model requirements steps in which the collected 
business requirements, i.e. business rules, are 
modelled through entities, associations and 
attributes. This initial business data model may 
be operational, analytical, or even unknown.  

In the next steps, D1 to D6, the proposed 
algorithm converts the initial model into the 
analytical (dimensional) model.  

3.1. Model requirements steps 

A. Define initial list of strong entities 
and their attributes 

 
In this step an initial model is settled by a list 

of strong entities and their attributes. The 
entities, important to the business and as they are 
used by users, are recognized. All their attributes 
must be inherent, i.e. there must be no attribute 
that represents an association of an entity to 
another entity. In this step the attributes of all 
entities, both strong and associative, have to be 
defined.  

The results of the algorithm are illustrated by 
the simplified hospital example consisting of two 
hospital processes: Patient examination after 
patient’s coming to hospital and Patient transfer to 
ward after his/her medical examination. The 
Patient examination process' entities are PATIENT 
(patient’s data), TOWN (data of the town which is 
patient coming from), ADMISSION (patient’s 
admission to the hospital data), DOCTOR (data of 
the doctor who diagnoses patient) and 
DIAGNOSIS (international classification of 
diseases). The Patient transfers to ward process’ 
entities are PATIENT, ADMISSION, DOCTOR (data 
of the doctor who will cure the patient) and 
WARD (data of the ward where the patient is 
transferred). Table 1 shows the initial list of 
strong entities of the hospital example.  

 

Table 1. Step A: initial list of strong entities  
ENTITY NAME TYPE 
PATIENT STRONG 
TOWN STRONG 
ADMISSION STRONG 
WARD STRONG 
DOCTOR STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS STRONG 

 
The attributes of initial strong entities are 

shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Step A: list of attributes of initial strong 
entities  

ATTRIBUTE NAME TYPE 
PATIENT.Patient# ID 
PATIENT.Name DESC 
PATIENT.Sex DESC 
PATIENT.Age DESC 
TOWN.Town ID 
TOWN.County DESC 
ADMISSION.Admission# ID 
ADMISSION.AdmissionDate DESC 
ADMISSION.AdmissionType DESC 
WARD.Ward# ID 
WARD.WardName DESC 
WARD.CostPerDay MEASURE 
DOCTOR.Doctor# ID 
DOCTOR.DoctorName DESC 
DIAGNOSIS.Diagnosis# ID 
DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisName DESC 
DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisCategory DESC 

 
B. Define association between strong 
entities including associative entities 

 
In this step all associations between strong 

entities have to be defined. An association is the 
connection between entities which we are 
interested in.  

All associations will be depicted by inter-entity 
functional dependencies. For all binary 
relationships with relationship attributes and for 
all n-ary relationships an associative (or 
intersection) entity has to be opened. Functional 
dependencies from associative entity to all strong 
entities involved in the relationship serve as 
inter-entity functional dependencies. Also, all 
attributes of the associative entity have to be 
added to the list of attributes. 

The associations used in the example are as 
follows. Each ADMISSION entity represents data 
of a patient’s admission to hospital. Therefore, 
the association from ADMISSION to PATIENT is 
represented by functional dependency 
ADMISSION→PATIENT, where symbol → shows 
functional dependency from ADMISSION to 
PATIENT. In entity-relationship terminology this 
is M:1 relationship between ADMISSION and 
PATIENT, where ADMISSION is child entity and 
PATIENT is parent entity. The admission activity 



is performed by one DOCTOR 
(ADMISSION→DOCTOR). The patient comes from 
one town (PATIENT→TOWN).  

The fact that the patient is diagnosed is 
described by an association entity 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS with associations 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS→ADMISSION, 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS→DOCTOR (who 
diagnoses patient) and ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS 
→DIAGNOSIS. The ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS entity 
represents a ternary relationship between entities 
ADMISSION, DOCTOR and DIAGNOSIS. The 
attributes of ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS entity are 
DiagnosisType and DiagnosisDate.  

The fact that the patient is transferred to ward 
is described by association entity 
ADMISSION_WARD with associations 
ADMISSION_WARD→ADMISSION, 
ADMISSION_WARD→WARD and 
ADMISSION_WARD→DOCTOR. The attributes of 
ADMISSION_WARD entity are FromDate and 
ToDate.  

 
Table 3. Step B: list of associations  

ASSOCIATION CHILD ASSOCIATION PARENT 
PATIENT (comes from) TOWN 
ADMISSION (belongs) PATIENT 
ADMISSION (is done by) DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_WARD ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_WARD WARD 
ADMISSION_WARD DOCTOR (in cure) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DOCTOR (diagnosis) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS 
 
Two associative entities, ADMISSION_WARD 

and ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS, are added to the list 
of entities as ASSOC entities, as shown in Table 
5. Their associations are shown in grey in Table 
3. Their attributes are also added to the list of 
attributes, as it is shown in grey in Table 4. 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Initial business data model 

At the end of model requirements steps the 
initial business data model is described by Tables 
5, 3 and 4, which are implementation of the 
generic model from Fig. 1. We may conclude 
that the initial data model shown in Fig. 2 is 
suitable for operational or transactional purposes. 

3.2. Analytical modelling steps 

D1. Define candidate dimension 
attributes 

 
Previously defined attributes are now 

examined. Attributes candidates for generating 
new strong entity, i.e. new dimension in the 
analytical model, are distinguished. This is 
manual task in which the analyst concludes 
which DESC attribute is capable to generate new 
strong or dimensional entity.  

Candidate dimension attributes in the example 
are Sex, Age, AdmissionDate, DiagnosisCategory, 
FromDate, ToDate and DiagnosisDate, depicted by 

 symbol in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Steps B and D1: list of attributes 
ATTRIBUTE NAME TYPE CD
PATIENT.Patient# ID  
PATIENT.Name DESC  
PATIENT.Sex DESC  
PATIENT.Age DESC  
TOWN.Town ID  
TOWN.County DESC  
ADMISSION.Admission# ID  
ADMISSION.AdmissionDate DESC  
ADMISSION.AdmissionType DESC  
WARD.Ward# ID  
WARD.WardName DESC  
WARD.CostPerDay MEASURE  
DOCTOR.Doctor# ID  
DOCTOR.DoctorName DESC  
DIAGNOSIS.Diagnosis# ID  
DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisName DESC  
DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisCategory DESC  
ADMISSION_WARD.FromDate DESC  
ADMISSION_WARD.ToDate DESC  
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisType ID  
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisDate DESC  
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Table 5. Step D2: extended list of entities 

ENTITY NAME TYPE 
PATIENT STRONG 
TOWN STRONG 
ADMISSION STRONG 
WARD STRONG 
DOCTOR STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS STRONG 
ADMISSION_WARD ASSOC 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ASSOC 
SEX STRONG 
AGE STRONG 
ADMISSION_DATE STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY STRONG 
FROM_DATE (admission on ward) STRONG 
TO_DATE (admission on ward) STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS_DATE STRONG 

 
Table 6. Step D2: list of attributes 

ATTRIBUTE NAME TYPE 
PATENT.Patient# ID 
PATIENT.Name DESC 
SEX.Sex DESC 
AGE.Age DESC 
TOWN.Town ID 
TOWN.County DESC 
ADMI n# SSION.Admissio ID 
ADMI TE.AdmissionDate DESC SSION_DA
ADMI ionType SSION.Admiss DESC 
WARD.Ward# ID 
WAR e D.WardNam DESC 
WAR RE D.CostPerDay MEASU
DOCTOR.Doctor# ID 
DOCT  OR.DoctorName DESC
DIAGNOSIS.Diagnosis# ID 
DIAG .DiagnosisName NOSIS DESC 
DIAG osisCategorNOSIS_CATEGORY.Diagn y DESC 
FROM n on ward_DATE.FromDate (admissio ) DESC 
TO_DATE.ToDate (admission on ward) DESC 
ADMI  ID SSION_DIAGNOSIS.DiagnosisType
DIAGNOSIS_DATE.DiagnosisDate DESC 
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Table 7. Step D3: ed on n

ASSOCIATION CHILD ASSOCIATION PARENT 
PATIENT (comes from) TOWN 
ADMISSION (belongs) PATIENT 
ADMISSION (is done by) DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_WARD ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_WARD WARD 
ADMISSION_WARD DOCTOR (in cure) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DOCTOR (diagnosis) 
A NOSIS DIAGNOSIS DMISSION_DIAG
PATIENT SEX 
PATIENT AGE 
ADMISSION ADMISSION_DATE 
DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY
ADMISSION_WARD FROM_DATE 
ADMISSION_WARD TO_DATE 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_DATE 

 
D4. Define new association based on 
transition rule 
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D5. Unite entities 

 
After generating,  of the new entiti
 similar or the same, 
e entity.  In step D5 si

and may be unite
o
d ected and united.  

n most cases this will appear in variants of 
ity DATE, t

DMISSION_FROM_DATE and 
ADMISSION_TO_DATE can be substituted by one 
entity DATE.  

In the example, the entities ADMISSION_DATE, 
FROM_DATE, TO_DATE and DIAGNOSIS_DATE 
which are variants of date may be united in the 



(identifiers) and all non-key attributes as well
united entities must be united.  

 of 

n 
 

Table 8. Step D4: new associations based o
transition rule 

ASSOCIATION CHILD ASSOCIATION PARENT 
PATIENT (comes from) TOWN 
ADMISSION (belongs) PATIENT 
ADMISSION (is done by) DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_WARD ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_WARD WARD 
ADMISSION_WARD DOCTOR (in cure) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ADMISSION 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DOCTOR (diagnosis) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS 
PATIENT SEX 
PATIENT AGE 
ADMISSION ADMISSION_DATE 
DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY
ADMISSION_WARD FROM_DATE 
ADMISSION_WARD TO_DATE 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_DATE 
ADMISSION_WARD PATIENT 
ADMISSION_WARD DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_WARD ADMISSION_DATE 
ADMISSION_WARD TOWN 
ADMISSION_WARD SEX 
ADMISSION_WARD AGE 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS PATIENT 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ADMISSION_DATE 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS TOWN 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS SEX 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS AGE 
 
The results of uniting t ties are shown in 

Ta
he enti

bles 9 and 10. 
 

niting entities  Table 9. Step D5: list of entities after u
ENTITY NAME TYPE 
PATIENT STRONG 
TOWN STRONG 
ADMISSION STRONG 
WARD STRONG 
DOCTOR STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS STRONG 
ADMISSION_WARD ASSOC 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ASSOC 
SEX STRONG 
AGE STRONG 
DATE STRONG 
DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY STRONG  

 
D6. Transition of measure attributes 

 previously defined strong entities some new 
at

which is connected to. Thus, if association entity 
associates strong entity with MEASURE 
attribute, then MEASURE attributes have to be 
transited to this associative entity. 

from strong entities into association 
entities 

 
In
tributes may be the MEASURE attributes. 

They have to be transited to the association entity 

Table 10. Step D5: associations after uniting entities 
AS LD SOCIATION CHI ASSOCIATI ENT ON PAR
PATIENT (comes from) TOWN 
ADMISSION (belongs) PATIENT 
AD one by) DOCTOR (aMISSION (is d dmission) 
AD _WARD ADMISSIONMISSION  
AD ARD WARD MISSION_W
AD DOCTOR (inMISSION_WARD  cure) 
AD NMISSION_DIAGNOSIS ADMISSIO  
AD OCTOR (diMISSION_DIAGNOSIS D agnosis) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS 
PATIENT SEX 
PATIENT AGE 
AD ATE (admiMISSION D ssion date) 
DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY
ADMISSION_WARD DATE (admission to ward

from date) 
 

A  DMISSION_WARD DATE (admission to ward
to date) 

ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DATE (diagnosis) 
ADMISSION_WARD PATIENT 
ADMISSION_WARD DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_WARD DATE (admission date) 
ADMISSION_WARD TOWN 
ADMISSION_WARD SEX 
ADMISSION_WARD AGE 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS PATIENT 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DOCTOR (admission) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DATE (admission date) 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS TOWN 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS SEX 
ADMISSION_DIAGNOSIS AGE 
 
In the example, sho  the 

m ARD.  
to .Cos
 

 ion of 
a

wn in Table 11,
easure attribute W CostPerDay in transited
ADMISSION_WARD tPerDay. 

Table 11. Step D6: list of attributes after transit
measure ttributes 

A  NAME TTRIBUTE TYPE 
PATIENT.Patient# ID 
P  DESC ATIENT.Name
SEX.Sex DESC 
AGE.Age DESC 
TOWN.Town ID 
TOWN.County DESC 
ADMISSION.Admission# ID 
A SC DMISSION.AdmissionDate DE
A Type DESC DMISSION.Admission
WARD.Ward# ID 
WARD.WardName DESC 
A stPerDDMISSION_WARD.Co ay MEASURE
D ID OCTOR.Doctor# 
D DESC OCTOR.DoctorName 
DIAGNOSIS.Diagnosis# ID 
D  IAGNOSIS.DiagnosisName DESC
D aIAGNOSIS_CATEGORY.Di gnosisCategory DESC 
ADMISSION_WARD.Date DESC 
A a pe ID DMISSION_DIAGNOSIS.Di gnosisTy

 
The final data model of the example is 

de

. and Fig. 
4.) Both diagrams show analytical or 
dimensional data models.  

scribed by Tables 9, 10 and 11 in the generic 
model description. The results are also shown in 
the classical entity-relationship representation by 

o entity-relationship diagrams (Fig. 3tw
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Fig. 3 Analytical dimensional model: Accommodation 
of patient’s admission on wards 

 
 

The model in Fig. 4 represents the analytical 
dimensional model of diagnosing patients in 
hospital. 

Fig. 4: Analytical dimensional model: Diagnosing of 
patient 

 
4. Conclusion  
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The paper presents the outline of the algorithm 
for generating an analytical (dimensional) data 
model from the input data model. The input data 
model may represent collected business data 
requirements and may be of any kind: 
operational, analytical or even unknown. It is 
described in generic form and therefore easily 
changeable.   

The presented algorithm may be used for 
conversion of any data model into analytical 
(dimensional) data model. 
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